We study the ratio of neutrino-proton elastic scattering to inverse beta decay event counts, measurable in a scintillation detector like JUNO, as a key observable for identifying the explosion mechanism of a galactic core-collapse supernova. If the supernova is not powered by the core but rather, e.g., by collapse-induced thermonuclear explosion, then a prolonged period of accretion-dominated neutrino luminosity is predicted. Using 1D numerical simulations, we show that the distinct resulting flavour composition of the neutrino burst can be tested in JUNO with high significance, overcoming theoretical uncertainties in the progenitor star profile and equation of state.
I. INTRODUCTION
How do core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) explode? A popular belief is that the explosion follows the delayed neutrino mechanism (DνM) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the DνM, explosion is hypothesized to start a fraction of a second after corecollapse with the neutrino-assisted revival of a stalled core bounce shock, about ∼ 100 km above the surface of a proto-neutron star (PNS). This paradigm, however, has not yet been fully corroborated by numerical simulations. Numerically converged spherically symmetric (1D) DνM simulations of iron-core stars consistently fail to explode [5] . Simulations in 2D and 3D pose an extreme numerical challenge and, as a result, present somewhat controversial conclusions. Numerical convergence has not yet been demonstrated for simulations that produce explosions. Typically, numerical noise is introduced in order to seed non-spherical instabilities 1 , instead of deriving these instabilities from the actual physical conditions during collapse [10, 11] . To date, a self-consistent exploding simulation that reproduces the energetics of, e.g., SN1987A, has not been reported. Success could be just around the corner [12] ; nevertheless, it may be useful to keep an open mind to the possibility that the DνM fails.
While not yet at the same level of sophistication as DνM simulations, there are competing alternative models to explain CCSNe [13] . Some of these proposals, including the MHD mechanism of [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , the acoustic mechanism of [19] , or the jet activity suggested in [20] , share with the DνM the attempt to couple a small fraction (of order a percent) of the gravitational binding energy release of the collapsing core into an outward explosion of the envelope. Another, qualitatively different model is collapse-induced thermonuclear explosion (CITE) [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In CITE, the explosion occurs O(10) sec after core collapse due to thermonuclear detonation, triggered some ∼ 10 4 km out of the core when a rotation-induced accretion shock traverses an explosive layer in the envelope. Unlike the DνM, the source of energy here is not the gravitational energy of the core. Instead, the observed explosion kinetic energies of CCSNe, E K ∼ 10 51 − 10 52 erg, are reproduced by the ∼MeV nuclear binding energy per nucleon, released in burning a few M of the progenitor star [26] . On the one hand, the initial conditions required for CITE have not yet been demonstrated in self-consistent stellar evolution codes [27] . On the other hand, converged 2D numerical simulations of CITE with a wide variety of initial conditions explode stars with correct energetics [25, 26] .
The Rosetta Stone of CCSNe is the neutrino burst. The neutrino burst of SN1987A [28, 29] was consistent with the broad characteristics of core-collapse [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . However, the sparse data were not enough to identify the explosion mechanism: CITE and the DνM are equally compatible with the neutrino burst of SN1987A [35] . The situation would change with the occurrence of a neutrino burst from a galactic CCSN [36] , that would trigger thousands of events in terrestrial detectors (see [37, 38] for recent reviews). Still, core-collapse is complicated and the neutrino burst exhibits temporal behaviour reflecting the density, composition, and internal rotation profile, that vary between different progenitor stars [39] [40] [41] . It is therefore important to identify robust signatures of the main physical phenomena in the explosion.
In this work we study neutrino flavour -specifically theν e fraction of the total neutrino flux -as a key diagnostic of a CCSN neutrino burst. We apply this diagnostic to the two classes of models discussed above. The first class of models posits that the explosion is powered by the collapsing core; we use the DνM to represent this idea, noting that it may be more generally applicable and include e.g. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and [19] . The second class of models posits that the explosion may be decoupled from the dynamics of the core; this will be represented by CITE. The physics point we wish to study hinges on a difference in the neutrino source of the two classes of models on times larger than a few hundred milliseconds post-bounce.
In both classes of models, core bounce is immediately followed by a quasi-stationary shock forming at r shock 100 km. Matter falls through this shock with an accretion rateṀ ∼(0.1-1) M /s. During this accretion phase 2 , the neutrino source contains a component of ν e andν e coming from e + e − annihilation 3 and nucleon conversion in an optically thin region above the PNS neutrinosphere and below the shock. This accretion luminosity is augmented by PNS cooling luminosity of neutrinos of all flavours. Overall, numerical simulations find a source flavour ratio of
during the accretion phase, where
The initial accretion phase is the same in CITE and in the DνM. What comes next, however, is different. In the DνM, within a fraction of a second from core bounce, the stalled shock above the PNS must transition into an outward explosion, if the star is to explode at all. The explosion strips off the accreting material above the PNS neutrinosphere. From this point on, the neutrino source in the DνM is predicted to be a bare PNS, emitting a comparable flux of neutrinos of all flavours. Importantly, the DνM predicts that fē and f e decrease in time, approaching fē ∼ f e ∼ 1, once the explosion gets on its way.
In CITE, the same initial period of accretion luminosity at t < 1 sec continues on to t > 1 sec and can last up to a few seconds, much longer than is expected in the DνM. In some cases, especially for strong explosions with E K 10 51 erg, the extended accretion phase can lead to the direct formation of a black hole (BH) [25, 35] 4 . BH formation abruptly cuts-off neutrino emission due to the PNS cooling and the spherical accretion above it. However, if the star is rotating (as is needed for CITE), an accretion disk forms. Further neutrino emission comes from accretion disk luminosity, that is again dominated by ν e andν e at the source (see, e.g. [35, [43] [44] [45] ). This scenario leads to fē ≈ f e 2, most likely rising with time, throughout the neutrino burst. A cartoon of Lν e /L νx during the first 1 sec post-bounce is shown in Fig. 1 . Can the neutrino flavour at the source be measured by terrestrial detectors? the answer is yes, for specific flavour observables, given the appropriate detector, and assuming that some theoretical features of neutrino oscillations are understood. Consider the ratio:
measurable in a scintillation detector like JUNO [46] , currently under construction (see also the LENA [47] proposal).
Here, pES denotes neutrino-proton elastic scattering, ν + p → ν + p, sensitive to all neutrino species 5 , and IBD stands for inverse beta decay,ν e +p → e + +n. Obviously, R measures neutrino flavour at Earth. Connecting this information to flavour at the source is a nontrivial task, requiring knowledge of neutrino propagation and detection cross sections. Even once this is achieved, theoretical uncertainties in the source itself could affect the interpretation of the results. Our goal in this work is to study both sources of uncertainty, those related to propagation and detection and those related to source modelling. The end result of our analysis is that with a realistic treatment of all of these effects, in the event of a galactic CCSN JUNO could identify fē 2 (predicted in CITE throughout the neutrino burst for t 0.3 sec post-bounce) from fē ∼ 1 (predicted in the DνM once explosion starts), with high significance.
There are several caveats. The most important caveat is due to neutrino self-induced oscillations at the source, which is an open theoretical problem. We will assume that self-induced oscillations do not play an important role in the neutrino propagation. This assumption appears realistic for the prolonged accretion scenario (CITE) [48] [49] [50] , but it may be less realistic for the DνM. This makes the predictions for CITE more robust than for the DνM. Even with this caveat, our results would be useful also if self-induced oscillations do play a role: in that case, the measurement of R can help to identify the self-induced oscillations effect. A second caveat is the theoretical uncertainty on the pES cross section. There is a proposal to eliminate this problem [51] , possibly in JUNO itself, and we assume that this program succeeds. We find that all of the other issues, including the theoretical uncertainty in progenitor star properties and EoS, are under control, in the sense that accretion-dominated neutrino emission leads to robust predictions and can be distinguished from PNS cooling.
CCSN neutrino flavour and the relevant capabilities of scintillation detectors were studied in a number of previous works [7, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Ref. [52, 53, 56] highlighted the importance of pES as a probe of the total neutrino flux at the source. Ref. [55] analysed the prospects for measuring the spectrum of CCSN ν e via various sub-leading reactions in scintillation detectors (following [54] which considered the measurement of ν e in water Cherenkov detectors doped with Gadolinium). Still focusing on ν e , Ref. [56] took a similar approach to ours, in that the neutrino spectra were based on numerical simulations [6] and the need to fit for an a-priori unknown spectral shape was accounted for. The neutronization, accretion, and PNS cooling phases of the neutrino burst were analysed w.r.t. the capabilities of the water Cherenkov detectors Super-K [64] and Hyper-K [65] and the liquid Ar detector DUNE [66] . Ref. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] presented likelihood analyses of spectral reconstruction in water Cherenkov detectors, assuming analytic equipartition (PNS cooling) source models.
Ref. [62] considered the accuracy by which JUNO could reconstruct the mean energy per neutrino E να and the total energy carried by neutrinos of each flavour E tot να , assuming an analytic equipartition source model. Accretiondominated neutrino emission, in which energy equipartition is violated, was not studied. In comparison, we use numerical simulations aiming to go beyond an illustration of the detector capabilities, and study the actual predicted neutrino burst.
Ref. [63] used 2D CCSN simulations to analyse the expected signals in Super-K, Hyper-K, and DUNE, focusing on the relation between the progenitor core structure and the neutrino signal intensity during the accretion phase. Ref. [7] used 1D and 2D CCSN simulations [12, 67, 68] to analyse the expected signals in Super-K, DUNE, JUNO, and IceCube. The dependence on progenitor mass in the range 9-21 M was studied. The characteristics of the accretion phase were discussed, emphasizing theν e and ν e dominance, and arguing that the cessation of the accretion component due to the explosion would provide key information to test the DνM. To demonstrate this point, Ref. [7] compared the detected neutrino light-curves obtained for 1D "non-exploding" and 2D "exploding" simulations of the same progenitor. The analysis in [7] therefore closely overlaps with our current work. There are, however, important differences. First, Ref. [7] altogether ignored pES in JUNO. As we discuss (see also [46, 52, 53, 62] ), pES is actually the second most important class of events (after IBD) in JUNO, assuming a realistic lower energy threshold, and it plays a key role in the current work. Second, while Ref. [7] presented qualitative comparisons between the expected neutrino signals for "exploding" vs. "non-exploding" simulations, it focused solely on integrated total event rates and did not analyse in detail the prospects to actually discriminate between the two cases in a detection. Using total event rates, this discrimination would be challenging 6 . One of our main results in this work is that flavour information, specifically the pES/IBD event rate ratio, provides a robust test of a continued accretion phase.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we demonstrate the basic physical features of the accretion-dominated neutrino luminosity, expected to characterise the neutrino light-curve in CITE and also in the early stages of the CCSN in the DνM. We use numerical simulations to illustrate the discussion. For completeness, in App. A we review analogous results from numerical simulations conducted by different groups and using different codes.
In Sec. III we discuss channels for CCSN neutrino detection in a scintillation detector, focusing on JUNO. We highlight the IBD and pES channels, which are dominant in terms of event statistics, and explain our analysis strategy including cuts in the deposited energy spectrum. The importance of achieving a low quenched proton recoil energy threshold is explained. Some cross section formulae are collected in App. B.
In Sec. IV we describe our treatment of neutrino flavour conversion in the CCSN, relating flavour-specific neutrino source luminosities to the luminosities at Earth. In the case of CITE, neutrino propagation proceeds in the deep adiabatic regime throughout the first few seconds after core-collapse. We explain this result in App. C.
In Sec. V we analyse results from numerical simulations. Our main goal in this section is to explore (i) the theoretical uncertainty arising from different progenitor stars and EoS, and (ii) realistic statistical uncertainties for a galactic CCSN. We also study the impact of uncertainties in neutrino oscillation parameters.
In Sec. VI we summarise our results.
II.νe/νx RATIO DURING THE ACCRETION PHASE
Our goal in this section is to clarify the origin of the accretion luminosity, that leads to excess ν e ,ν e compared to the x-flavours. In Fig. 2 we show radial profiles of the neutrino luminosity per flavour at fixed time, for two post-bounce times t = 0.2, 0.34 sec (left and right panels, respectively) during the accretion phase, calculated with the (non-exploding) open-source general-relativistic hydrodynamics 1D code GR1D [69, 70] for a 15 M progenitor star 7 , with the SLy4 EoS [71, 72] . Black solid (dashed) lines show the optical depth to IBD (pES), the first being the key quantity forν e and the second for ν x . Both are computed for neutrino energy E ν = 20 MeV.
The ν e ,ν e luminosities in Fig. 2 are dominated by nucleon conversion, p + e − → n + ν e and n + e + → p +ν e , and e − e + annihilation taking place in the region below the accretion shock and above the neutrinosphere. Lν e and L νe continue to build up in the optically thin region (τ pES , τ IBD < 1), all the way to the location of the accretion shock, at which point the luminosity saturates. The contribution to the luminosity coming from the optically-thin region, is what we refer to as accretion luminosity. In contrast, x-flavour emission saturates on smaller radii near the x-flavour neutrinosphere (τ pES ≈ 1). The ratio fē = Lν e /L νx , computed for both panels of Fig. 2 , is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of distance from the centre of the star. In Fig. 4 we show the per-flavour neutrino luminosity crossing through r = 400 km as a function of time, for the same simulation. Note that Fig. 4 does not include the effect of neutrino oscillations. The effect of oscillations will be accounted for below. The details of the neutrino burst vary between progenitor stars and depend also on the assumed EoS. However, e-flavour dominance during the accretion phase is a generic phenomenon. We illustrate this point in In this plot, we do not include neutrino oscillations, the effect of which will be accounted for later. t is time post-bounce. The ratio Lν e /Lν x . We do not include neutrino oscillations, the effect of which will be accounted for later. Results are shown for the five simulations described in the text.
In App. A we review two additional examples from the literature [7, 75] , using different simulation codes. Ref. [75] compared the neutrino light-curves of failed explosions, to the light-curves of simulations in which an explosion was set-off by hand. Similarly, Ref. [7] compared 1D "failed" and 2D "successful" explosions in simulations of the same progenitor stars 8 . The failed explosions in [7, 75] give similar results to the GR1D simulations that we explore here:
the different calculations agree on fē > 2 during the accretion phase. The successful explosions in [7, 75] serve to illustrate the DνM PNS cooling scenario. We cannot test this scenario directly with GR1D (without setting-off artificial explosions). Instead, we will use an indirect prescription to estimate the DνM scenario, which we explain below. As a result of this indirect prescription, our DνM analysis will be less robust than that for CITE.
III. NEUTRINO DETECTION CHANNELS IN A SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
The JUNO detector [46] 9 , currently under construction, will contain 20 kton of Linear Alkylbenzene (LAB, composed of C 6 H 5 C n H 2n+1 ). In calculations, we round off the available number of target protons to N p = 1.5 × 10
33 . For n in the range 10 − 13, the available number of target electrons is N e = (4.63 ± 0.065) × N p . In what follows, we describe the neutrino detection channels that are relevant for the CCSN analysis [62, 76] .
The detection channels available in JUNO include IBD, pES, eES, and neutrino-nucleus (νN) charged-and neutralcurrent scattering. We mainly focus on the IBD and pES channels, which are expected to dominate the event rate and which contain the flavour information we are after in this study. The different channels are characterised by distinct deposited energy spectra. This, combined with additional event-by-event information (such as the gamma-rays due to neutron capture and e + annihilation for IBD), allows an analysis in JUNO to effectively tag the different channels. Considering background contamination, this would not affect the result for IBD [46] but could be significant for low-threshold pES [52, 53] . Given that a detailed spectral background measurement will become available with the completion of JUNO, we account for backgrounds effectively by considering different values for the lower threshold deposited energy in proton recoil, discussed in Sec. III B. As we will show, the lower the threshold, the better are the capabilities of the flavour analysis.
We adopt the approximation used in [34] , exploiting the weak dependence of the cross section on the scattering angle. The incoming neutrino energy E ν is well-reconstructed by the measured positron energy E e , via
The rate of detected events is thenṄ
Here Φ ⊕ να is the neutrino flux at Earth, we use Eq. (3) to compute E ν (E e ) in the integral, and the Jacobian is
The minimum detectable neutrino energy is Q + m e , for which the positron is emitted at E e = m e . The details of the choice of E min e are not very important; in practice, we choose E min e = 2 MeV. We take E max e = 100 MeV, noting that the actual neutrino spectrum dies off exponentially above a few tens of MeV. The explicit form of σ IBD is recalled in App B. For the range of neutrino energies we are interested in, σ IBD is known with less than 1% uncertainty. Finally, note that the IBD events can be tagged by, e.g., neutron capture, with tagging efficiency estimated at about 90% [62] .
In a neutrino-proton elastic scattering (pES) [52] , the proton receives some recoil energy T . However, due to the quenching process of the scintillator, the observed energy of the proton, T , is smaller. The relation T (T ) is dictated 9 Our analysis applies equally well to the proposed 50 kton LENA [47] detector. 10 The exact result is
, pe is the positron momentum and θ is the scattering angle of the positron.
for each detector by the solvent, using the semi-empirical Birk's law [77] . In what follows, we use T (T ) taken from [46] , noting that accurate measurements of this relation [78] can be conducted in-situ once JUNO begins operation.
The rate of detected events per unit reconstructed recoil energy is [53] 
The sum includes all flavours of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. The differential cross section
, recalled in App B, is independent of incoming neutrino flavour. Therefore, for unitary three-flavour neutrino propagation, the pES channel depends only on the total all-flavour neutrino flux at the source and is independent of the details of neutrino oscillations [52] .
The minimum detectable neutrino energy is
The event rate is thenṄ
The integration over proton recoil energy runs between T min to T max . These recoil energy limits are derived from quenched (observed) reconstructed energy limits, T min and T max , using the relation T (T ). In the current work we set the upper limit T max = 2 MeV, for which the corresponding minimal incoming neutrino energy is E min ν (T (T max )) ≈ 50 MeV. We set this T max cut in order to decrease the contamination of eES events in the pES sample. As long as T max ∼ 2 MeV, the details of the choice of T max are not very important for our analysis, although changing the T max cut around 1 − 3 MeV would make a small (controllable) numerical change to the expected value of our flavour observable.
The lower threshold T min is more important and requires discussion. The left panel of Fig. 6 shows the minimal neutrino energy required to induce a reaction with observable quenched energy T . CCSN neutrinos carry characteristic energies of between ∼ 10 to a few 10's of MeV, so the value of the quenched energy threshold T min can have a significant effect on the detection efficiency. To estimate the effect, consider a pinched Fermi-Dirac representation of the neutrino flux at Earth for a CCSN at distance D SN ,
This spectrum is parametrised by three numbers: the pinch index a, the temperature T , and the source luminosity L. We define c L (a) = 1 − 2 −3−a Γ(4 + a)ζ(4 + a), and note that the mean neutrino energy E ν for this spectrum
2(2 2+a −1)Γ(3+a)ζ(3+a) . Using Eq. (8), and neglecting the upper threshold T max , we can calculate the pES efficiency as the ratio between the number of pES events detected with finite T min threshold to the number of events that would be detected with T min → 0,
In modelling JUNO we will show results using two values of the lower quenched energy threshold, T min = 0.2 MeV (the main value used in [46] ), along with an optimistic T min = 0.04 MeV. The resulting pES is shown in the right panel of Fig. 6 .
11 Ref. [53] used the approximation E min ν (T ) ≈ mpT /2. We find that this approximation leads to a ∼ 15% error in the total event rate, because most of the contribution to the integral is typically close to the lower integration limit in a CCSN scenario.
We emphasise that Eq. (9) and the spectral model of Eq. (8) are not used in our numerical calculations, in which we take neutrino spectra directly from the simulations and use the full cross section expressions to calculate event rates. Nevertheless, in a realistic CCSN, the flux of neutrinos of flavour ν α is reasonably well described by Eq. (8) with flavour-dependent parameters, (a, T, L) → (a να , T να , L να ), and with a weight corresponding to the oscillation probability: Finally, it is important to note that current uncertainty on the strangeness content of the proton [79] [80] [81] induces a ∼ 20% uncertainty on σ pES . However, there is a proposal to reduce this uncertainty by an order of magnitude [51] . We will assume here that the uncertainty on σ pES can indeed be reduced to the few percent level.
C. Additional channels: eES and neutrino-nucleus scattering
The cross section for neutrino-electron elastic scattering (eES) is summarised in App B. The cross section depends on the incoming neutrino flavour, with σ νee /σν e e ≈ 2.38, σ νee /σ νxe ≈ 5.81, σ νee /σν xe ≈ 7.15. The eES cross section is smaller than the pES cross section by a factor of ≈ 22, 43, 65 for E ν = 10, 20, 30 MeV, respectively, where for this comparison we considered incoming ν e . Therefore, despite the target enhancement factor of N e /N p ≈ 4.6, the total eES event rate is smaller than the total pES event rate by a factor of ∼ 10, provided that the analysis can achieve T min 0.2 MeV in pES detection.
The kinematics of eES is the same as that in pES, up to replacing m p → m e . The electron recoil energy is
me , where θ is the scattering angle of the neutrino. For a typical CCSN neutrino, E ν m e and thus T e ∼ E ν . As a result, the deposited energy spectra of eES and pES are separated, the former peaking at higher deposited energy than the latter. With our upper cut of T max = 2 MeV, the eES contribution in the elastic scattering sample will be at the percent level of that from pES.
Neutrino-nucleus scattering
The neutrino-nucleus charged current (CC) ν e 12 C → e − 12 N,ν e 12 C → e + 12 B, ν e 13 C → e − 13 N and neutral current (NC) ν 12 C → ν 12 C * , ν 13 C → ν 13 C * interactions would also contribute some events in JUNO [7, 46, 55, 62, 76] (see also [60, 82] for νO scattering). The recoil energy of the nucleus is too small to be measured directly. The expected number of NC events is below about 10% of the IBD sample [62] , and the channel can be effectively identified via the monochromatic deexitation gamma rays. The expected number of CC events is comparable to NC and eES. The deposited energy spectra due to the CC final state e − or e + are peaked in approximately the same range as the IBD events, and die off faster than eES towards low deposited energy [62] . With a cut of T max = 2 MeV, the contamination of CC events to the pES channel is negligible.
In summary, neutrino-nucleus events are statistically sub-dominant, and with simple event tagging and analysis cuts, would not contaminate the IBD and pES samples. In our analysis we therefore do not consider these channels further, noting only that their detection would add more information to a CCSN signal analysis beyond what we offer in this work [46, 55, 62, 76] .
IV. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
Neutrino flavour conversion in the supernova is computed using the MSW formalism [83, 84] (if self-induced oscillations are not important; however, see discussion below). Focusing on the oscillations of anti-neutrinos, important for the IBD channel, the survival probability ofν e is given by [85] 
(10) PH and PL are the level crossing probabilities between propagation eigenstates for the so-called H-and L-(antineutrino) subsystems, respectively. The adiabatic limit amounts to setting PL = PH = 0. NH and IH refer to normal mass hierarchy and inverted mass hierarchy, respectively.
Even for prolonged accretion, relevant for the CITE scenario, we demonstrate in App. C that the adiabatic limit is justified at least in the first few seconds (t PB 5 sec) of the neutrino burst. For the DνM, once explosion happens the situation may be more complicated because the matter overburden is swept away such that level-crossing resonance regions may be traversed in the non-adiabatic regime [37] . Nevertheless, the adiabatic limit is still a useful benchmark, used extensively in analyses of SN1987A [32] [33] [34] [35] and in the discussion of a future galactic CCSN [8, 60, 61, 63, [85] [86] [87] [88] . Formulating clear predictions for the neutrino signal in this limit would allow to identify and interpret possible deviations in real data. We therefore adopt this limit in most of our current work. Assuming that the x-flavour spectra are equal at the source, theν e flux at earth is related to the fluxes at the source via (note that in our notation, Φν x is the average flux per species ofν µ ,ν τ )
In the numerical expressions above and in our main analysis, we use best-fit values for the oscillation parameters, taken from [89, 90] . Self-induced neutrino oscillations may significantly affect the adiabatic MSW prediction [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . The problem, however, is not settled yet. In particular, during the accretion phase the large matter density may inhibit the selfinduced oscillations effect [48, 50, [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] . Since the jury is still out on the outcome and importance of self-induced oscillations, we study the impact of different oscillation probabilities in Sec. V A, spanning the range Pēē = [0, 1]. This also serves to exhibit the sensitivity of our main results, using Eq. (10), to measurement uncertainties in the oscillation parameters.
Finally, note that neutrino propagation is also slightly affected by matter in the Earth [85, 110] . The effect depends on directionality, which would be known accurately for a future galactic CCSN event allowing corrections to our formalism to be implemented if needed. We therefore omit Earth matter effects in this work.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF CCSN DETECTION IN JUNO
With the calculations of Secs. III and IV, we can use numerical simulations of core-collapse to predict pES and IBD event rates at JUNO. We will find the simple counting observable R, introduced in Eq. (2), particularly useful. In what follows, after some discussion of the spectral shape of the signal, we analyse R for simulated bursts. We then carry out a likelihood analysis of mock data.
We first study spectral information. Fig. 7 shows a temporal snapshot, taken at t PB = 0.5 sec, of the deposited energy spectra in JUNO. To produce this plot, we assume a CCSN at 10 kpc [36] with adiabatic matter-induced flavour conversion and normal hierarchy. We show the results of 3 different simulation runs, computed with GR1D. The first two runs use the SLy4 EoS [71] for 15 M and 30 M stars. The third run uses the KDE0v1 EoS [74] and a 20 M star. In the top panel we show the deposited energy spectra obtained directly from the simulations. These results correspond to the CITE scenario. In the bottom panel we show an indirect estimate of what the deposited energy spectra are expected to look like in the DνM. To obtain this estimate, we set the ν e andν e luminosities at the source equal to the ν x luminosity.
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▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲▲ ▲▲▲▲ ▲ ▲▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ MeV is due to IBD. The sub-dominant bump (lower than the peak pES rate by a factor of ∼ 100) is due to eES. We plot a snapshot of the predicted detection spectrum at tPB = 0.5 sec, for adiabatic matter flavour conversion assuming normal hierarchy. The CCSN simulations corresponding to the different markers are explained in the text. Top: CITE. Bottom: DνM.
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The event spectra in the top panel of Fig. 7 (CITE) are higher by a factor of 2-3 compared to the rates in the bottom panel (DνM). This overall enhancement is interesting for estimates of the diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB) [111] . However, it would only give a partial hint towards diagnosing the explosion mechanism underlying a single galactic explosion, because it is degenerate with details of the stellar profile and the nuclear EoS. Rather than the total luminosity, a key difference between the top and bottom panels is the relative height of the pES and IBD peaks. This information is captured by R.
A. Simple counting observable: R =pES/IBD.
In this section we study R as a diagnostic of the neutrino emission process. We start in Sec. V A 1 by analysing numerical simulations, and discuss the sensitivity of our results to modelling uncertainties in Sec. V A 2.
Analysis of core-collapse simulations
The top panel of Fig. 8 shows the observable R vs. post-bounce time t PB , binned in 0.1 sec time segments, calculated for a galactic CCSN at 10 kpc and measured by JUNO with a deposited energy threshold T min = 0.2 MeV. Thick lines (all below R = 0.5) correspond to CITE. Thin lines (all above R = 0.5) correspond to the DνM. We show results from GR1D simulations of 15 M , 20 M , and 30 M progenitor stars with 3 different assumed nuclear EoS [72] : SLy4 [71] , LS220 [73] , and KDE0v1 [74] . Error bars denote 1σ statistical uncertainties. We assume adiabatic matter-induced flavour conversions with normal neutrino mass hierarchy.
The bottom panel of Fig. 8 repeats the calculation of the top panel, but this time assuming T min = 0.04 MeV. The low threshold allows significantly better separation of CITE and the DνM, the separation occurring at R ≈ 0.9, instead of R ≈ 0.5 found in the upper panel. Importantly, besides from the separation between CITE and the DνM, low T min causes the prediction of CITE to become less sensitive to progenitor mass and EoS, an important result that is decoupled from uncertainties related to our indirect estimate of the DνM.
In Fig. 9 we integrate the rates over the time interval t PB = (0.2, 0.65) sec, and explore the dependence on neutrino oscillation parameters by plotting the result vs. theν e survival probability Pēē. The top panel shows the results assuming T min = 0.2 MeV and the bottom panel shows the results for T min = 0.04 MeV. Vertical error bars show 2σ statistical uncertainties. Thin vertical lines around Pēē ≈ 0.68 and Pēē ≈ 0.02 show the allowed region of Pēē assuming NH and IH, respectively, w.r.t. the current 2σ allowed range of the oscillation parameters.
We can now appreciate the sensitivity of R to the details of neutrino flavour conversion: to determine the prediction in CITE, the neutrino mass hierarchy would be a crucial ingredient. Fortunately, there are good prospects for determining the hierarchy in the relatively near future (see, e.g. [112] ). In fact, JUNO itself can deliver this information within the next decade [46] . Fig. 9 shows that (i) given the binary information of NH vs. IH, further uncertainty due to the neutrino oscillation parameters -even with the current state of the art, not accounting for future improvement -would not limit the CCSN analysis; and (ii) the NH scenario would be particularly convenient.
Finally, we comment about the time integration in the computation of R, which we limited to the interval t PB = (0.2, 0.65) sec. The lower end of this interval was motivated by DνM simulations, which tend to show explosions that start by approximately this time. DνM explosion is needed to expel the accretion flow and terminate the accompanied accretion luminosity. Only after this happens, the DνM and the CITE scenarios begin to differ. The upper end was chosen in the interest of simulation run time. We note that CITE allows for a longer period of accretion luminosity, lasting up to a few seconds, with a possible termination due to BH formation and plausible subsequent continuation due to an accretion disk [35] . During this entire accretion period, CITE predicts fē 2 − 3 and a corresponding value of R similar to the late time bins in Fig. 8 . The actual statistical uncertainty on R, integrated on a longer period than that shown in Fig. 9 , would therefore be better than in the plot.
Sensitivity to modelling uncertainties.
Assuming that the oscillation probability is known, our results from Sec. V A 1, based on GR1D simulations, suggest that measurements of R can discriminate between CITE and the DνM, despite variances in progenitor and EoS details. It is important to analyse where this discrimination power comes from, and what are its limitations in terms of the sensitivity to the CCSN modelling. The neutrino transport implementation in GR1D (and other codes in the literature) is simplified, and does not include several complications that may modify the neutrino spectra in a realistic CCSN. In what follows, we study the sensitivity of our results to reasonable neutrino spectra that go beyond the range found in the numerical simulation. For concreteness, we focus on the NH adiabatic oscillations scenario, Pēē ≈ 0.68.
For time-integrated spectra, the accretion-phase GR1D simulations are roughly consistent with the pinched FermiDirac spectrum of Eq. (8) . This is demonstrated in Fig. 10 , using the KDE0v1 EoS [74] for a 20 M progenitor. The spectra are integrated over time in the range t PB = (0.2, 0.72) sec, and are normalised to the ν x fluence at E ν = 1 MeV. Markers show the numerical result from the simulation. Solid lines show a fit to the pinched Fermi-Dirac form of Eq. (8), with a νx ≈ −0.3, E νx ≈ 14.6 MeV; aν e ≈ 0.7, Eν e ≈ 17.2 MeV; a νe ≈ 0.35, E νe ≈ 14.3 MeV. The ratios of (time-averaged) luminosities are Lν e /L νx ≈ 2.74, Lν e /L νe ≈ 1.03.
To study the sensitivity of R to modelling uncertainties, we therefore use Eq. (8) and vary the parameters a να , E να , and L να within a reasonable range. For simplicity, we fix theν e and ν e spectral parameters to be equal, setting aν e = a νe , Eν e = E νe , and Lν e = L νe . We allow the ν x parameters to vary independently from those of ν e , apart from the constraint 0.5 < E νx / E νe < 2. Comparing to the numerical simulations, we note that the approximations a νe ≈ aν e and E νe ≈ Eν e are, in fact, not very good: the GR1D ν e spectra are softer than those ofν e (the approximation Lν e ≈ L νe appears, however, accurate 12 ). Nevertheless, relaxing theν e − ν e spectral identification does not affect our results significantly.
In Fig. 11 we calculate R as a function of the luminosity ratio L νe /L νx , using Eq. (8) Each individual line in Fig. 11 corresponds to one set of the combination {a νx , a νe , E νx , E νe }. Blue lines (generally corresponding to smaller numerical values for R) show the result for E νx = 15 MeV. As E νx is increased, the numerical value of R also increases; the magenta lines correspond to E νx = 30 MeV. On the left, we show the result for T min = 0.2 MeV. On the right, we use T min = 0.04 MeV.
The results of three GR1D calculations are superimposed in Fig. 11 , denoted by the same markers as in Fig. 9 with the same marker colors besides from for the 15 M case, where the blue is replaced by grey for clarity in the plot. We also show estimated results from external simulations [7, 75] , discussed in App. A. We do not have detailed neutrino spectra from these simulations. We therefore estimate R for these codes by using the mean neutrino energies and luminosity ratios reported in [7, 75] . Two results from Ref. [75] are shown by black circle (square) markers, denoting the HC (LC) progenitors there 13 . Results from Ref. [7] , approximately applicable to the 11, 17, and 19 M progenitors considered in App. A, are estimated collectively by yellow star. Fig. 9 with the some marker colors besides from for the 15 M case, where the blue is replaced by grey for clarity in the plot. We also show estimated results from external simulations, discussed in App. A. Two results from Ref. [75] are shown by black circle (square) markers, denoting the HC (LC) progenitors there. Results from Ref. [7] are estimated by yellow star.
We make a few comments regarding Fig. 11: • At a given value of L νe /L νx , Fig. 11 shows a significant spread in R. The dominant variable that correlates with this spread is the neutrino mean energy E ν , and the cause for the spread is the pES detection efficiency pES (see Eq. (9)): the right panel of Fig. 6 shows that for E ν varying in the range 15 − 30 MeV, pES changes by a factor of ∼ 2 for T min = 0.2 MeV, or a factor of ∼ 1.5 for T min = 0.04 MeV. The same effect is seen in the semi-analytical calculation (solid lines) and the numerical simulations (markers). For example, the ν x spectra from Ref. [75] are generically characterised by higher mean energy than predicted by GR1D, which brings these simulations to predict high values of R.
It is important to note, that the mean energy of theν e component of the flux at Earth would be well determined by the IBD event spectra. This means that some of the E ν -related spread in the R vs. L νe /L νx relation can be mitigated by a spectral analysis, going beyond R alone. We return to this point extensively below, in this and the next sections.
• The 2D "exploding" simulations of Ref. [7] demonstrate a deviation from our simplified treatment of the DνM prediction: the luminosity ratio found in these 2D simulations is L νe /L νx ∼ 1.5, rather than L νe /L νx ∼ 1 as we have used here to define the DνM. The reason for this behaviour, as noted in [7] , is that accretion onto the PNS is observed to continue, albeit at a reduced level, even after the DνM-driven explosion is ongoing.
We conclude that in order to mitigate modelling uncertainties, the consideration of R needs to be combined with a spectral analysis of the IBD data, supplemented by the less precise information from the quenched pES recoil energy spectrum.
The parameter reconstruction exercise is illustrated in Fig. 12 . Here, we show detected energy spectra of IBD and pES for the 20 M GR1D simulation (the same simulation that was used in Fig. 10 ). On the left panel we show the CITE scenario. On the right we show the DνM scenario (estimated by setting the flux of ν e andν e equal to the simulated flux of ν x ). The IBD peak is seen at E d ∼ 20 MeV, while the pES quenched energy spectrum peaks at E d ∼ 0.1 MeV. The two pES lower threshold values discussed in this work, T min = 0.04 and 0.2 MeV, are marked by solid vertical lines. The pES upper threshold T max = 2 MeV is marked by a dashed vertical line. The contributions due to individual neutrino flavours are shown in green, red, and blue for ν x ,ν e , and ν e , respectively. These colors correspond to neutrino flavour at the source, before oscillations are taken into account (with Pēē = 0.68).
Considering Fig. 12 , the problem of diagnosing the emission process boils down to telling apart between the left and the right panels. The name of the game is to find the correct balance between the ν x (green) andν e (red) contributions. Because of modelling uncertainties, this should better be done without imposing strong theoretical bias on the individual parametrisation of each of the spectra. Note that accurate reconstruction of the ν e contribution, which only affects pES, is not crucial; setting the ν e spectrum to match that ofν e is a reasonable approximation that does not affect the results. Further, our analysis in this and the previous sections suggests that if the mean energies of ν x andν e can be deduced from the data with precision of a few tens of percent or better, than the pES/IBD event count ratio (with appropriate, not too high, threshold T min ) provides the remaining information needed to determine the Lν e /L νx luminosity ratio, and thus identify accretion-dominated emission. We explore this reconstruction problem in the next section.
B. Likelihood analysis.
In this section we go beyond simple counting, and attempt to reconstruct directly Lν e /L νx from the experimental information. We base our analysis on GR1D as a concrete example. Given a numerical simulation, we construct multiple mock realisations of deposited energy spectra collected over a time interval ∆t at JUNO, including the effects of detector energy resolution and analysis cuts. For each of the mock detections, using the un-binned Poisson likelihood method of [33, 34, 113] , we fit a pinched Fermi-Dirac model as in Eq. 8. We keep the fit parameters constant during the time interval ∆t; time-dependent information can be obtained by analysing different time segments along the burst.
For simplicity, in fitting the mock data, we set equal theν e and the ν e spectra: L νe = Lν e , a νe = aν e , T νe = Tν e . We stress that this simplification, just like the simplified spectral form given in Eq. (8) , is taken only in the fitting procedure and not in the calculation of the mock detection data being fitted. The mock data uses the full flavourand energy-dependent information from the simulations. We thus have in total 6 free parameters, {L νx , a νx , T νx } and {Lν e , aν e , Tν e }.
We present results in terms of the distribution of reconstructed best-fit parameters. Specifically, we focus on the ratio of best-fitν e and ν x luminosity parameters, (Lν e /L νx ) BF . This distribution captures the key information we are after, considering (Lν e /L νx ) BF as one possible test-statistic with direct physical interpretation. Fig. 13 shows the probability distribution (PDF) of (Lν e /L νx ) BF obtained for 150 mock data realisations with CITE (blue) and with the DνM (orange). The neutrino source is a GR1D simulation for a 30 and 20 M star (top and Without imposing strong modelling bias, and despite degeneracies in the neutrino spectral parameters, a global analysis of the deposited energy spectra at JUNO within the first ∼ 1 sec of the CCSN burst would allow to constrain the luminosity ratio Lν e /L νx . Accretion-dominated emission with Lν e /L νx 3 can be discriminated from Lν e /L νx = 1 with high confidence. The analysis in Sec. V A 2 makes clear how this discrimination works: (i) the IBD spectrum effectively constrains the mean neutrino energies; (ii) the pES/IBD event ratio then allows to reconstruct Lν e /L νx , with relative insensitivity to details of the spectral pinch parameter (a ν in Eq. (8)). Degeneracy towards high values of Lν e /L νx 1 is seen, and is understood from, e.g., Fig.11: once Lν e /L νx 3 is achieved, the pES/IBD ratio approaches its asymptotic value obtained at Lν e /L νx → ∞. This asymptotic value, R → 2 × 
VI. SUMMARY
Most of the theoretical efforts in solving the explosion mechanism of core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) revolves around the hypothesis, that a small fraction (of order percent) of the large gravitational binding energy of the core (few 10 53 erg) couples somehow to the stellar envelope and powers the explosion (with kinetic energy E K ∼ 10 51 − 10 52 erg). The delayed neutrino mechanism (DνM) is the most well studied example of this kind [1] [2] [3] [4] . A competing hypothesis is that the supernova is powered by a collapse-induced thermonuclear explosion of the envelope [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] (CITE). In this case, the explosion energy does not come from a low-efficiency coupling of the envelope to the core. Instead, the explosion energies of CCSNe are reproduced by the ∼MeV nuclear binding energy per nucleon, released in burning a few M of the progenitor star [26] , with O(1) efficiency.
The explosion time scale in the DνM is of the order of the dynamical time scale of the ∼ 1 − 2 M inner core, less than 1 sec. In contrast, in CITE the explosion time scale is of the order of the dynamical time scale of the He-O layer, about 10 sec. As a result, the DνM predicts a short period of accretion-dominated neutrino luminosity, transiting at t < 1 sec into proto-neutron star (PNS) cooling, while CITE predicts a prolonged accretion phase that can last for a few sec.
In both models, the total neutrino luminosity could vary significantly with time on hundreds of ms timescale. Such variations follow from the accretion of composition transition layers through the PNS accretion shock. In the DνM, a luminosity drop occurs upon explosion when the accretion component is blown away. In CITE, a feature could follow from BH and/or accretion disk formation. Both models also exhibit nontrivial time evolution of the mean neutrino energy. In the DνM, neutrino energies rise during the first ∼ 1 − 2 sec but then decrease smoothly as the PNS cools. In CITE, neutrino energies are expected to rise towards BH formation, but the formation of a dominant accretion component from an accretion disc could lead the observed mean energy to decrease. In case of a galactic CCSN, these different features would be manifest with high statistics and could help to diagnose the explosion mechanism. In particular, a sharp drop in total luminosity accompanied by a few sec of quiescence, as a result of BH formation, would allow clean identification of a CITE-like scenario. Such abrupt luminosity gap is consistent with data for SN1987A [35] , but statistics for that event were too sparse to allow robust conclusions.
It is possible, however, that the next galactic CCSN would not provide us with a clear smoking gun like prompt BH formation followed by a luminosity gap; and the various luminosity and energy features discussed above could be nontrivial to interpret. In this work, we therefore focused on another characteristic -the relative neutrino flavour composition at the source -as a diagnostic of the explosion. Accretion-dominated neutrino emission at the source is characterised by enhanced ν e ,ν e compared to ν x (where x stands collectively for µ and τ neutrinos and antineutrinos). Focusing on the scintillation detector JUNO, currently under construction, we showed that the ratio R = pES/IBD between inverse-beta decay (IBD) and proton-neutrino elastic scattering (pES) event rates -the two dominant detection channels, assuming realistic detection energy thresholds -is a robust probe of such an accretiondominated source. Using 1D numerical simulations, we studied the impact of progenitor star profile and of nuclear equation of state (EoS) on the source prediction. Given that the mean neutrino energy can be reconstructed with O(10%) accuracy, from the spectrum of detected IBD events, we find that the accretion-dominated scenario makes a distinctive prediction for R. Theoretical model uncertainties shrink if we allow optimistic lower quenched proton energy threshold, T min < 0.1 MeV, as compared to the nominal T min = 0.2 MeV currently suggested for JUNO.
The main caveats in the analysis are the unknown impact of neutrino self-induced flavour oscillations at the source, and the current uncertainty on the pES cross section. With a clear prediction for the accretion phase value of R at JUNO, assuming standard adiabatic MSW propagation, the possible effect of self-induced oscillations can be read from the early CCSN data itself. FIG. 14: Temporal dependence of the neutrino luminosity, taken from the simulations of Ref. [75] . Left: The HC progenitor of [75] . Right: The LC progenitor of [75] . In both panels, solid curves (denoted PUSH) show the case where an artificial explosion is triggered by hand at t ∼ 0.2 sec, while dashed curves (denoted No PUSH) show the result where the simulation is allowed to run without modification, so that no explosion occurs within the simulated time. The solid curve demonstrates the prediction of the DνM, while the dashed curve demonstrates the prediction of CITE. implying T /E ν < 2E ν /m p 1 for CCSN neutrinos. In all of the core-collapse simulations we study, neutrinos with E ν > 100 MeV contribute no more than a few percent of the detected events. For E ν = 100 MeV, T /E ν < 0.2, implying sub-percent contribution to the detected events coming from terms in Eq. (B1) that are linear in T /E ν (not including the third term in Eq. (B1), where the factor T /E ν is compensated by a factor m p /E ν ). The weak magnetism contribution, proportional to c M p c Ap , is suppressed both by an uncompensated factor of T /E ν and in addition by the fact that it reverses sign (up to the numerically insignificant ξ M p correction) when changing between ν andν. Core-collapse simulations and analytic estimates predict nearly equal spectra for ν µ,τ andν µ,τ (which, therefore, are usually collectively denoted ν x ), such that the weak magnetism contributions cancel out for the ν x part of the flux. The ν e andν e spectra are not equal, but are still observed to follow each other to about 20% level in simulations (this discussion pertains to the post-bounce phase of the collapse).
The cross section for inverse beta decay (IBD), p +ν e → n + e + , is given to ∼ 1% accuracy by [116] 
where p e = E 2 e − m 2 e and x = log (E ν /MeV). The cross section for neutrino-electron elastic scattering, e − + ν → e − + ν, depends on the neutrino flavour. For 1 < E ν < 100 MeV, to ∼ 10% accuracy, it is given by (see, e.g., [117] For E ν between 10 to 50 MeV, the total pES and IBD cross sections are well approximated by
The IBD and pES total cross sections are shown in Fig. 16 . Here, for concreteness, we use ∆s = 0. In the absence of self-induced oscillations, the propagation of neutrinos in matter reduces to a Schrödinger equation describing the flavour transformation of the wave function of a neutrino with energy E along the radial direction (for a review, see, e.g. [118] ),
Here, U is the PNMS matrix [119, 120] , δm 2 ≡ m 2 )/2 is the atmospheric mass-squared difference. The sign ± on ∆m 2 corresponds to the mass hierarchy, with (+) for NH and (−) for IH. In our main analysis we use the best-fit values from [89, 90] for the oscillation parameters. The matter-induced potential [121, 122] is given by λ m = √ 2G F (n e − − n e + ), where n e ± is the e ± density in the medium. For anti-neutrinos one replaces λ m → −λ m . In the limit |λ m | ∆m 2 /2E the electron and anti-electron neutrino states are propagation eigenstates. This limit holds very well in the emission region of CCSN neutrinos (r 100 km), where λ m 10 5 km −1 and ∆m 2 /2E 1 km −1 . In a region with smoothly-varying matter density, and away from resonances of Eq. (C1), an adiabatic limit applies in which a neutrino prepared in a propagation eigenstate will remain in it. When the adiabatic limit does not apply, probability leaks into other states. Since ∆m 2 δm 2 , one can factor the analysis into two regimes, where in each regime there is a pair of states which may approach a resonance region and a third decoupled state which remains far from resonance. Defining
the region where ω H ∼ λ m is known as the H resonance, and the region where ω L ∼ λ m the L resonance. In an effective two-level system with mixing angle θ t and mass difference ∆m 2 t , the degree of adiabaticity can be analysed using the adiabaticity parameter γ, defined by γ = ∆m 
where F is an O(1) parameter that depends on the matter distribution [123] . Shock fronts present a singular density profile, requiring special treatment using an abrupt approximation. The crossing probability when passing through a shock front is given by [123] 
where θ m denotes the effective mixing angle in matter and the superscript + (−) denotes the mixing angle after (before) crossing the shock. In a 2-flavour case, the effective mixing angle is given by tan 2θ m = sin 2θ cos 2θ − 2Eλ m /∆m 2 .
In the general 3-flavour case, the amplitude for crossing between different propagation eigenstates is given by 
In practice we find U m (r) by diagonalizing the right hand side of Eq. (C1).
Resonance region analysis with MESA
We now investigate the adiabaticity parameter γ during the first few seconds of the CCSN. The first tool we employ is a set of non-rotating pre-collapse progenitor stellar profiles, calculated by Roni Waldman using the MESA stellar evolution code [124] 14 . The zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) stellar masses vary from 15 to 45 M . The masses at the time of collapse vary non-monotonically between ≈ 13 to 24.4 M due to mass loss by winds. In Fig. 17 we plot the matter-induced potential λ m for the MESA profiles, and compare it with the vacuum inverse-oscillation wavelengths ω L and ω H . Fig. 17 gives a stationary picture of the resonance regions before core-collapse. However, in the first few seconds of the collapse, this picture is sufficient for the analysis of flavour conversion in the CITE scenario. The reason for this is that for all of the profiles in Fig. 17 , resonance regions (ω ∼ λ m ) begin only at r 10 4 km. When collapse starts, a shell located initially at radius r 0 in the envelope of the star starts collapsing when the rarefaction wave reaches it, in a time [24] 1516 t f all (r 0 ) ≈ π r 
Using the MESA output and plugging for r the first occurrence of the (H) resonance, we find a minimal time for the 15 M progenitor of t f all ≈ 6 sec. Thus, Fig. 17 shows the correct structure of the resonance regions during the first few seconds after core-collapse. Evaluating Eq. (C3) for the MESA profiles, we find γ > 100 in both of the ω L,H resonance bands, except at composition jumps, which are visible in Fig. 17 mostly in the ω H band. Treating these jumps in the abrupt approximation 14 We thank Doron Kushnir for providing us with the MESA profiles. 15 This timing analysis can be refined by integrating the speed of sound cs from MESA simulations, t f all (r) = r 0 c −1 s (r )dr . This agrees with Eq. (C9) to 10% accuracy. 16 Note that t f all is measured from the onset of core-collapse, when the rarefaction wave heads out towards the envelope, and not from core-bounce (when theνe burst begins). Expressed as post-bounce time, we should subtract the homologous core-collapse time so that t f all,P B ≈ t f all − (0.3 sec). This small correction does not affect the results in this section. (as outlined in Eqs. C5-C8) may result in crossing probability PH ∼ O(0.1) (therefore somewhat affecting the IH prediction for the IBD channel, cf. Eq. 10). Direct numerical integration of Eq. C1 with the MESA profiles does not show any significant crossing probability. Composition jumps deserve a more thorough analysis, taking into account the detailed physical conditions in these regions. Such analysis, beyond the scope of the current work, is needed in order to verify that indeed composition jumps do not alter the adiabatic MSW prediction. We conclude that matterinduced flavour conversion in the CITE scenario is most-likely adiabatic, supporting our choice of P L = P H = 0 in Sec. IV.
PNS accretion shock
We complement the stationary MESA analysis with a dynamical study of the PNS accretion shock during the first 1 sec from core-collapse, using GR1D. In Fig. 18 we plot the matter-induced potential and the resonance bands for different post-bounce times in the core collapse simulation of a 15 M star. The PNS accretion shock is seen as a sharp density drop, receding inwards slightly from r 100 km at t PB = 0.1 sec to r ∼ 50 km at t PB = 0.68 sec. The shock occurs far from resonance, at λ m /ω H 10 4 . Eq. (C5) then leads to negligible crossing probability,
Rotation-induced accretion shock
Refs. [24] [25] [26] found that successful CITE requires rotating stars. Rotation was needed to produce a rotation-induced accretion shock (RIAS), which propagates outward through the infalling material and ignites the thermonuclear detonation once it encounters a mixed O-He layer. The RIAS is formed during the collapse of the envelope, when a rotating mass shell hits a centrifugal barrier. At the base of the RIAS, an accretion disk forms where the matter density is compressed and heated. Accretion disk neutrino emission in this scenario was studied in Ref. [35] using 2D numerical simulations.
CITE appears not to be very sensitive to the precise time, t disk , at which the RIAS is launched. Ref. [25] found
